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And he saith unto him, Verily, verily, I say unto you,
Hereafter ye shall see heaven open, and the angels of
God ascending and descending upon the Son of man.
JOHN 1:Sl
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On Carrying the Karma
Sant Ajaib Singh Ji
You have said that we should take care
of our health. Can we get a sickrzess if it
is not in our karma?
two kinds of sicknesses
we can get. One is when we do not
take good care of our health; and the
other is the sicknesses which we are supposed to have because of the reaction of
our karmas. We get many sicknesses
when we do not take good care of our
body, and they are not the karmic
sicknesses. The karmic sicknesses are
those which come even though we do
take good care of our health. But most of
the sicknesses we get while traveling are
due to our carelessness.
I tell you again and again to take good
care of your health, because I have seen
when I was in the army that when we
lived in the mountains where it would
snow, we would get used to the cold
there; but when we came back to the
plain we would not feel as much cold outwardly, but that cold would be more
harmful than the cold in the mountains
where it snowed. Those who took good
care of their bodies would not get affected by that cold. But those who
thought, "It is not very cold here,"
would easily get pneumonia and other illnesses. Here also I have seen that you
people come from your country and you
think that it is not so cold here as at
home, and since you are used to the cold,
this cold will not affect you. But when
people do not take good care of their
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body, they easily catch cold over here
because it is a dry cold. And if one person gets a cold, a little bit of fever, then
he passes it on to the other people in the
group. And I have seen that many times
all of the group become sick. That is why
1 am telling you again and again to take
good care of your body, because I do not
want you to become sick.
You know that you will be able to meditate only if your health is all right. If you
do not have good health, how can you
meditate? When anyone becomes sick, I
also become very concerned about him.
I hope that you will take good care of
your health, and that you will follow the
schedule here. The schedule here is made
after considering many factors, and you
will see that if you follow it, if you
meditate according to the schedule, you
will have no problem with sleep or anything else. If you will go to bed early, it
will not be difficult for you to get up early in the morning and meditate at three
o'clock. You know how the sevadars
work very hard and give all the things to
you on time: they give the morning tea to
you on time; and they boil the water for
you so that the water may not affect your
digestive system; they do all sorts of
things to make your stay comfortable
here. So you should also take advantage
of the seva, follow the schedule, eat the
food according to the schedule, and go to
bed early so that you will not have any
difficulty in rising early.
Don't think that whatever I tell you
about taking care of your health is
useless. I am telling you all this because it
is beneficial for you. My main concern is
that while you are here you should take
3

complete advantage of your stay here,
meditate as much as possible, and remain healthy here. I have seen that those
who follow the schedule and obey me,
report a lot of progress from their stay
here. They tell me that when they came
here they were not seeing Light or hearing Sound, or they were not doing well in
their meditation. But later on, after
following the schedule and doing what
I told them to do, they were seeing Light,
they were hearing the Sound Current,
and they were doing very well in their
meditation. Not one, but many people
progress a lot, improve their meditation,
and improve their habits if they follow
the schedule and if they d o what I tell
them t o d o over here.
Because I have experienced this myself, I tell you that you should not
wander here and there in the cities or
towns when you come to India; I have
seen that by wandering in the towns we
d o not get anything, but we lose a lot.
The time you have been given to come
here-this
time of two weeks, from
which you spend ten days here in the
ashram-you should consider this time
as a holy trip and you should not d o
anything else on this trip except doing
meditation and remaining in seclusion. I
have spent most of my life sitting
underground, sitting in a secluded place
and doing the devotion of the Lord. And
since I have realized God by doing His
devotion and remaining away from the
world, that is why I tell you that while
you are here in India, you should not
wander here and there; just d o the things
for which you have come here, and then
go back to your country. Since I have
realized God by doing the devotion of
the Lord, that is why I tell you also to d o
the devotion of the Lord, and realize
Him.
When you come to India, if you meditate for four hours daily, and spend

eight hours shopping and wandering here
and there in the city, then, you know,
you have not devoted as much time in
meditation as you have in the world.
When you go into the town, what happens? Your ears take you out in the
world, your tongue takes you out in the
world, you feel like talking with the people, your eyes also drag you outside in
the world; you become extroverted. And
after that, even if you sit for meditation
you d o not concentrate as much as if you
had not gone into the town. When you sit
for meditation after going shopping, and
visiting the town, what will happen? All
the thoughts and impressions of the town
will take you outside. And out of those
four hours which you may sit for meditation you will be doing Simran and having
the remembrance of Master only for a
couple of minutes, and the rest of the
time you will again be wandering in the
town. That is why I advise that when you
come to India you should not waste any
of your time in wandering here and there
and going shopping and sightseeing; you
should d o only your meditation.
I have told you many times that when
in the beginning I used to d o repetition
for eight hours, only for a couple of
minutes was I doing the repetition, and
only at the end, before getting up, I
would again remember the repetition I
was doing. For the rest of the time, my
mind would take me outside and think
about the world and the other things. I
used to think that I was sitting for devotion for eight hours, but when I came t o
Baba Bishan Das he made me realize that
I was not doing the devotion; instead I
was sitting there and thinking about the
world, and I was not doing the repetition
for the whole time. Only then I came t o
realize how we have to struggle with the
mind and how powerful the mind is.
Mind is the agent of the Negative Power,
and he does not let any opportunity go
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give up the darshan of the Master for any
out of his hands without utilizing it.
When Master ordered me to come to other thing, we lose a lot. Only the
this place and meditate here, He told me Mahatma who has done the meditation
that whatever amount of seclusion we realizes this, because only He knows the
get, even if it is too much, it will be very value of the darshan of the Master.
Before taking Initiation from Baba
little; because we have to do the meditation. So I obeyed him, and I used to Jaimal Singh, no doubt Baba Sawan
come out of the underground room only Singh asked many questions from Him.
for attending the call of nature; other- But 'after He got Initiation, He did not
wise I would remain inside and do the ask any questions from Him; He started
doing the meditation. In the same way,
meditation.
During the lifetime of Master Kirpal, the history of Master Kirpal Singh also
many Westerners used to come and see tells us that after He got Initiation from
Him, and what would they do when they His Master, He did not ask many quescame to India? They would spend one tions from Him. I was also having the
hour in meditation, and then they would yearning and I was suffering a lot; I was
have a one-hour question and answer thirsty for Him. When I met Kirpal, He
session; then they would spend all their quenched my thirst, and He fulfilled my
time visiting Connaught Place, seeing yearning, and 1 did not ask any questions
movies, sightseeing, and this and that from Him. He who is thirsty will at once
thing. I met many Westerners, after drink the water without asking any quesMaster left the body, who told me about tions, but he who is not thirsty will ask so
their visits to India, and how they were many questions before drinking the
going to Connaught Place, and going water: he will ask whether the water is
here and there and talking with people, filtered or not, whose water it is, whether
and they did not take complete advan- it is cold or hot, whether it will have a
tage of their coming to India. What hap- good effect on the body or not, etc.
pened to them after Master left the But he who has the thirst will not ask
body? That Almighty Kirpal came in the any questions; he will just drink the
human body, that Almighty Lord came water.
in the human form of Kirpal, and gave
The coming of the dear loving soul to
all His grace to us. But those who did not the Master is just like dry gunpowder
remain attracted to His attractive form, coming in contact with fire. If you bring
those who left His darshan and went to dry gunpowder in contact with fire, it
Connaught Place, and went out shop- will at once explode; but if it is wet it will
ping and seeing movies, what did they not explode right away. We are all wet
gain? They gained nothing. Now if we gunpowder, and as we get the warmth by
long for His physical darshan, we cannot attending Satsang and by doing a little
have it, no matter how much we sacri- bit of meditation, we become like dry
fice. If we had done His darshan and gunpowder, and the day will come when
only His darshan, if we had not looked at we also will explode: We will also rise
any other place, we would have cut many above, we will also give up the company
of our sins and bad karmas, because he of the mind and sense organs, and our
who has done the meditation, only he soul will get herself attached to the
knows how much we will get by having Shabd.
the darshan of the Master.
God is not far away from us; Master is
If we look at any other place and if we not far away from us. Master is within
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us: when H e gave us Initiation, H e sat
within us in the form of Shabd. And God
is also not far away from us because He
came down in the human form and gave
us Initiation, and told us that we have to
concentrate within to see Him. Now
when H e has given us Initiation, we
should work hard-we
should not
become lazy-and we should go within
and see the Creation of God within
ourselves, and the things H e has done for
us in the inner world. When we come to
the eye center, when we go within, the inner path will become an open book, and
we will have no confusion.
You know that I never saw movies my
whole life; even though in the army they
used to show them free of charge, I
would gladly accept doing somebody
else's duty, but I did not want to see
movies. In my whole life, the first movies
I saw were of my own self at Sant Bani
Ashram! Master used to say that God is
in search of man. You become man, you
become as pure as God is, and work
hard. Always remember that if you work
hard for God, you will definitely get
paid; H e will never keep you unpaid.
Don't spend all your night sleeping,
spend some part of it doing meditation.
You have indulged a lot in the worldly
pleasures; now give that up, and go to the
other side. There is an enmity between
Naam and lust. Where Naam is manifested, lust cannot come. And where
there is lust, Naam cannot be manifested. Kabir Sahib has said, "Where
there is day, there is no night; where
there is night, the day is not." Kabir
Sahib has said that the unchaste person
cannot d o devotion because he is not able
to remove his illusion. H e remains in illusion and so he goes to hell. The unchaste
person always realizes within himself
that he is doing a bad thing. When you
have that feeling of guilt, how can you d o
devotion? Kabir Sahib says that in your

previous life, no matter how much you
indulged, what did you get as a result of
that? As a result of this, you got only
disease, and what good are those diseases
doing to you?

Sant Ji, i f this question is out of line,
forgive me. I was talking to dear ones
this morning, and we thought that if
Master Kirpal would give you permission-in America they have a type of eye
surgery which is very successful where
you wouldn't have to wear eyeglasses. If
you gave us permission we could make
arrangements for you to come there, to
California. Your house is empty at
Shamaz, or m y house at Potter Valley;
you could recover there as well as
anywhere else.
Thank you very much for your concern; I appreciate it very much. But I
would like to tell you that since I was
born in this country, and the weather
conditions and other things are suitable
to me over here, that is why nowhere else
in the world will it be comfortable for
me. Even when I go to Delhi it is not
suitable to my health. Last year some
dear ones offered to take me t o Colombia, because they said that in Colombia
they had the best eye surgeons. And
Graciela, the lady who lives in Delhi and
works for the Colombian embassy,
wanted to make the arrangements. But
the doctors thought that India would be
better for me, and I also think that where
I am living is better for me.

We can't bear to see you suffer; we
can't bear it. So we are asking Lord Kirpal to answer our prayer, to make You
perfect. lVow, I have never made a
prayer to Lord Kirpal that was for
others-not for myself-that
wasn't
answered. It might take a little while but
always He answered it. It could be that
way now, couldn't it?
SANT BANI

I am thankful to you for your prayer. I
am very grateful to my beloved Master
Kirpal Who has graciously prepared you
as my mother, and I appreciate you being
my mother very much. I thank you very
much.
My life has been different from the
lives of other people; ever since my
childhood I have spent a major portion
of my life sitting underground and I have
not seen much of the outer world. Once
for five years continuously, another time
for seventeen years continuously, and
another time for two years continuously,
I sat underground and did the devotion,
the meditation, continuously. And only
a few months before Master Kirpal left
the physical body, I came out in this
world. So that is why, because I have
spent a lot of my life sitting underground, I did not take very good care of
my health; I did not eat very good foods,
because I did not have much sense of
taste. I always ate very simple food, and
that is why I did not maintain very good
health right from the beginning.
So in 1976 we had to spend some time
in Delhi in preparation for the first Tour,
as a result of which I became sick and we
could not make the Tour. The next year,
in 1977, when we went on the Tour, we
did not spend much time in Delhi; we
went straight from Rajasthan to the
United States, and we did the same thing
in 1980; we did not spend much time in
Delhi. Now also when I go to Delhi, I
don't spend much time there, because it
is not good for my health. Farid Sahib
has said, "As long as the girl is not married, she thinks that to get married is very
good. But when she gets married, then
she repents and wishes that she were not
married! "
In clear words I would like to tell you
that if I had known that I would have to
carry the burden of the karma of the dear
ones, and if I had known that Master
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would make me work as He is making me
work now, I would not have gone inside
and I would not have done the meditation. I was very sure within myself that
my Master was perfect, and that He
would definitely liberate my soul and
take me to Sach Khand; and that there
would be no question of coming back
into this world again. But I did not know
that after my inner vision was opened,
He would make me work as He is making
me work now.
At that time I wanted very much to
open the inner vision; I was wishing that
my inner vision should be opened and
that I should manifest Master within. My
life has been that of a renunciate right
from the beginning. I left my parents'
family because my thoughts and their
ideas were different. They wanted to involve me in the worldly life but I did not
want that, because I was longing for God
and I was looking for someone who
could teach me how to do the devotion of
God. So I did not have any connection
with them; right from the beginning I left
them, and I have spent all my life as a
renunciate.
So that feeling of detachment is still
over here. You will see that in my ashram
you will not find anyone who is doing
propaganda, because I have no desire to
have many disciples. Saints don't want
to make an army of disciples; only one
strong disciple is enough. Now also I
sometimes feel like giving up everything
and sitting in the underground room;
because I think, what do I have to take
from the world? But Master does not like
this. He wants His souls to get a little bit
of water. The people of the world should
get at least a little bit of Truth.
Earlier, when I had told Master Kirpal
that I had no interest in this world, He
told me, "I also did not want to do the
work which I am doing now; but I had to
obey the orders of Baba Sawan Singh,

and I had to do the work; my Master told
me that I had to continue His mission.
And there were some other reasons why I
had to do the work. Otherwise, I also had
no interest in it. Similarly, you also have
to carry on this mission; you have to give
the Truth to the people." I told Him, "0
True Lord, You tell me to do this work,

and I will do it. But You know that
nowadays in the world, there is a lot of
propaganda going on everywhere; people
will oppose me a lot and they are all much
stronger than I am." So He replied,
"When the bad people do not stop doing
their bad deeds, why should good people
stop doing their good deeds?"

M y Father comes in the morning, He calls me, to wake me.
M y Father comes in the morning, He calls me, to wake me.
Warmth from Bed feels so nice and its Sleep that I cling to
But I see Him . . . He calls me . . . I hide m y Self in sleep.
M y Father comes in the morning, He calls me, to wake me.
Out of Sleep to greet the Dark and Cold and Fear.
Shake it off! I'm coming . . . He loves me . . . I'm coming!
M y Father comes in the morning, He calls me, to wake me.
Now I sit in Silence and Dark and Cold . . . where are You?
I'm looking. . . Thoughts come up . . . Sleep is sneaking round
Where are You . . . Thoughts . . . I'm looking . . . Sleep . . . stay
centered.
Subtle Sleep once again has me in its hold . . . I'm an easy prey.
But the Lord comes to this one in the morning, He calls me, He saves
me
He starts me off again . . . 1 love Him . . . Thank God . . . He calls
me.
MARY ANN HOGUE
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Out of the Dungeon
DON R. DICKSON
the degree to which we can
Iexonerates
distinguish the faults of others which
us, but rather the extent to
T IS NOT

which we forgive and forget the transgressions of fellow mortals. How easy it
is to observe the weaknesses and errors
of our acquaintances without considering the fact that this very awareness inherently constitutes a far greater deficiency in ourselves. In that same spirit by
which we forgive others and bless them,
regardless of their faults, are we forgiven
and blessed. And if we are ever to be
liberated from the dungeon created by
our own past failures, such will be accomplished as an act of divine mercy, as
an agent of God assumes the burden of
our own hopelessness. The blessing of
this Fatherly attention is best stimulated
by our own willingness to love and serve
all people.
We must forgive and forget without
expecting apologies or confessions of repentence from others; because, in our
present state of blindness to our past
transgressions, it is impossible for us to
even so much as ask for Divine forgiveness; we are so unperceptive that we
cannot even enumerate all aspects of our
own guilt. It is thus clear that no one except a perfect being can see the whole
background of complex past human interactions which sets the stage for any
disagreement, or clearly observe the motives of the several participants in a
squabble. Generally speaking, no one is
totally right or totally in the wrong, and
establishing degrees of correctness or error is pointless . . . especially when we
see that we are only forgiven when we
forgive, and lovable when we have undiminished love for all.
T o repeat for emphasis, it is impossible for an imperfect entity to assess guilt
correctly in a situation where the self is
involved, because this person judges only
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from the perspective of the moment. To
cease being an actor in a comedy of errors, the perennial human experience, is
to recognize the core of Divinity in each
person regardless of the mental, emotional, or physical makeup. By focusing
on this inner Divine Spark, we see every
other as better than ourselves . . . the self
which sorts experience and judges.
Christ suggested that we judge not lest
we be evaluated by the same judgment: a
logical cause-effect relationship. Seeing
ourselves as right and another as wrong
is like feeling sorry for an unfortunate
person. The former interposes a gap of
self-conceived "righteousness" between
the rationalizer and the one supposedly
mistaken, while the latter causes a gap of
inequality. One cannot feel sorry for an
equal, and thus a self-superiority is extolled. The similarity lies in the fact that
it is easier to judge or to feel sorry than to
actually do something to alleviate the
real problem: personal ego. All too often
we let our attitudes toward others affect
our dealings with the Master, when we
should allow our relationship with the
Master to thoroughly permeate our involvement with all people.
When we achieve the state of seeing
only the Divinity in others and leaving it
to that essence of God to shape and
perfect destinies, then and then only do
we approach the glory of that Great Being, because we arrive as an instrument
of unity and not as an agent of discord.
Love manifests when the divinity in one
recognizes the divine in another. Such
genuine love, which is not an emotion
such as jealousy or hatred, is eternally
self-existent in the all-embracing Unity if
the Divine Being. Since we become what
we focus upon, it is the Master's wish
that we concentrate upon that Divinity at
the heart of all Being and not upon ego
trips, resentment, or disharmony.

Misery is Medicine
a letter to Edna Hedge by

Baba Sawan Singh Ji
December 1926
Dear Daughter,
I have been receiving your monthly letters, the last one bearing the date
September 4. I must say your letters are
very welcome, as they are so full of love
for Him and anxiety to see Him and meet
Him Who is at the back of all, and the
cause of causes. It is but natural that to
such a loving soul this world should look
like a big nothing and devoid of all interest, and this should also explain why
you care so little for people.
I am glad to learn that after long and
patient waiting you have received initiation. You have been put in touch with
the Sound Current. This is the connecting link between your soul and the
Creator. Your mind with all its paraphernalia is the disturbing element or the
curtain that keeps the soul away from the
Current. All else besides the Current is
negative, therefore illusionary and transitory, changing and changeable, dispersing and distressing. The force of the
Negative Power will decrease in proportion to the attention given to the Current.
The first step is to come within (or rise
above body consciousness): that is, our
thoughts should be confined to what lies
within us, for it is only then that we can
be said to be sitting within ourselves;
only then will we feel at peace.
Just as a wanderer in a forest loses his
way and finds no rest till he returns to his
home, similarly our attention remains
outside us. Through the nine portals of

the body, it is always directed outward.
It remains in communion with the outside objects or their impressions and this
habit has become so fixed that we cannot
hold our attention within us for even a
second. The western mind even abhors
the idea of vacancy.
Our attention has to be brought inside,
and when it likes to rest there, like the
wanderer coming home it will find peace
within. This bringing in of the attention
is done by repetition, repeating the Five
Names in the manner you have been told.
Repetition should be done with the attention held at the eye focus. Repetition
without fixing the attention is no good.
This Repitition-with-attention impresses
on your mind the idea of what lies within
you and tries to take you to those for
whom the Names stand.
By this process we are replacing outside objects with those that lie within.
The moment we are within, the Sound
Current is there to take charge of us. The
astral form of the Master is at the eye
focus, and always ready to do the necessary guidance. In the process of Repetition the limbs will become senseless first
as the attention is withdrawn from them;
later on as the process of withdrawal proceeds the trunk of the body becomes
senseless, and ultimately the entire body
below the eyes will become senseless.
Breathing will continue as in sleep normally, only the attention instead of being
out will be within-not below the eyes as
in sleep, but above the eyes. There will be
full consciousness within on the internal
SANT BANI

objects, but you will be unconscious so
far as the outer world is concerned. This
is Death, of which the world is so much
afraid. Those who go on this path die
daily, and for them death has no terror;
for them it is a beaten path. This way of
concentration is the safest. There is no
strain on any organ. We are concentrating attention only. When we are talking to our friends, our attention is in the
talk; we are not conscious of the rate of
breathing or the circulation of blood,
etc. They go on normally. Similarly in
Repetition we are talking to our friends
within. When the attention goes IN as a
matter of habit, just as it goes OUT now,
then the Sound Current will begin to pull
it up and by and by will take it to the
place from which there is no return, the
place of eternal bliss.
By Repetition, the physical world is
left behind and the astral plane is
reached. In this plane bewitching spirits
interfere, but only when the attention is
off the Sound Current. On repeating the
Names, the idea of the Sound Current
comes back and the attention catches the
Current again and off go the evil spirits.
No evil spirit can stand before the Repetition of the Five Names. All spirits that
come in this way must be tested by Repetition of the Five Names. As all the
astral plane is the manifestation of the
Negative Power, and is intended by that
Power to hold back the up-going spirit,
so great caution is needed in crossing this
plane. The astral form of the Master
guides there. The Master Who is the
representative of the Positive Power will
stand before the Five Name test.
Take for granted that all that has happened, is happening, or will happen, is
within His will. So in whatever circumstances we find ourselves, we should remain contented. If He sends us misery,
we should accept it with pleasure, and if
He keeps us happy, we should take it as
April 1982

His children. So do not consider that
your life is not a bed of roses. Take it as
His gift and be happy in it. "Misery is a
blessing in disguise," says Shakespeare.
Misery is a medicine and pleasure is a disease, for in pleasure the mind dominates
and keeps us away from the path. You
say you are thirsty for knowledge:
knowledge is in the Sound Current. It is
within you. Go within and ride the
Sound Current, and be the Master of all
knowledge.
From the time of initiation when the
Master takes charge of a soul, He is more
anxious than the soul to see it installed on
the throne of bliss and peace. Even if the
devotee, through some chance, leaves the
Master or loses faith in Him, He on His
part never leaves. He will some day bring
the devotee on the path again. His mission
is to take souls up, and a soul once initiated is never deserted. This is the law.
A place free from the roar and turmoil
of the busy world is more suitable for concentration, and I am glad to read that you
feel happy in your new surroundings.
"How will I know if I see anything? I
might think it was meant for me." Apply
the Five Name test, and if the thing or
form stands, associate with that, and
consider that it is meant for you; otherwise reject it.
Birth follows desire. We are born
again and again because our attention is
given deeply to desires and unfulfilled
desires bring the attention back. When
the desire is for higher planes, and not
for things of this world, then why should
we return to this world after death? The
attention will go up. And for those who
have, while living, concentrated up to the
eye focus, there is no return.
The Master is waiting for you at the
eye focus, and is anxious to receive you
there in his arms. It is for you to rise up
to the eyes.
"Do you favor burial or cremation?"

Both ways are good enough to dispose of
the dead body. The Master concerns
himself with the soul only. I t is immaterial to Him how the remains are
treated. Follow the customs of your society, for that is the line of least resistance. The body is a cage in which the soul
is imprisoned. The bird that leaves the
cage and gets its freedom does not care
about the cage. It is glad to be rid of it.

"If we are advanced spiritually can we
leave the body and visit another place?"
Yes, when the astral plane has been
reached. As long as the attention is in the
physical plane, that is below the eyes,
this is not possible.
With blessings from the Father,
Yours affectionately,
SAWAN SINGH
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Cutting Through the Numbness
CINDY KUHNER
DIDN'T P L A N this at all, and I told
Russell that I didn't really have anything at all to say. But the whole time we
were meditating before Satsang, a lot of
things came up. So I'm hoping that it's
Master's will that I say these things.
One thing that another person in our
group told me while we were there,
helped me to break through the numbness, the condition that I was in-I'm
sure many of you are familiar with
it-it's a combination of a lot of things.
When you've tasted a drop of the
Master's love, He's wounded you, He's
under your skin, or however you want to
describe it-we've all had a little of it.
And then we don't have it; because this is
a lifelong Path, it's not something for a
few years. The pain of that leads to (at
least in my case) depression; and from
there it goes to despair; and then the
worst thing of all is the confusion that
sets in after that. That seems to have the
strongest effect on forgetting, that confusion and bewilderment.
And some of us kick and scream and
yell, and some of us resort to worldly
pleasures, and some of us d o a little of
everything, but mostly we sink into the
pits. That is sort of how I was. Although
a t times it was more evident than a t
others, it would be kept deep down a lot
of the time and I would function normally. I'd be getting up t o meditate . . . but
it would be such a heavy burden that I
felt, just to walk from the bedroom to
the bathroom before meditation! And
there was n o contact within; it was some-
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thing out of obedience. We all know that
the contact is there; we all drive our cars
up this road every week to Satsang, and
we all know to some extent why we're doing it. But there's a great degree of
forgetfulness, I think, as to what it is that
we really want. Or rather, we know what
it is much more so when we're at His Feet
than when we're in our daily lives without Him.
S o the numbness-this despair and
confusion (although you know, we function normally)-this numbness had set in
and I knew that it had to go. Because it's
just the beginning of this Path, and it had
to d o with ego, and there was a resistance
to the suffering that we all have to go
through, and not wanting to change the
perspective of seeing this world: as, you
know, this isn't the place where we find
happiness or fulfillment. We all know
this, but we resist it and we have a lot of
regret that it can't be now, that it's got to
be later.
I was beginning to see, before I went,
that I had to give up, that I had to let go
of resisting this. And the resistance is
what brought confusion. Because if you
just let it come and accept it and just bear
up . . . that was what He taught me on
this trip, that I really have to bear up:
this is the arena where we brave it. That's
really it: this is the arena where we brave
it. We d o it because He's asked us to d o
it; the reward may be a long way down
the road, but it's worth it-though we
don't really know that right now, except
in brief, fleeting moments.
S o anyhow, a member of our group
told me something that had happened to
him while we were there. And his sharing
that story with me really broke through a
lot of the numbness that just His
SANT BANI

presence alone hadn't done yet. It was a
very small thing, but I'd like to share it.
The incident was this: Pappu wasn't in
the Ashram; he had to go with another
member of the group, who had cut his
head, to a nearby place to see a doctor.
So it was time for the 3:30 p.m. meditation and there was no Pappu to open the
double doors to let Sant Ji in, and to sit
down there and tell us all to leave off
when the time came. So this person
decided to wait at the doors and do that
for Sant Ji. And he did: he opened the
doors for Him and he sat down in
Pappu's place, and Sant Ji said, "This is
Pappu." Everyone laughed, and it was
very sweet. But what the person told me
was, that as he was sitting there, he was
thinking, "Well, how will I know when
to say, 'Leave off, please'? Sant Ji will
probably tap my leg, or shake my arm, or
tap my shoulder." But when the time
came, he said he was so surprised
because there was just a very gentle touch
on his head, very much like the way you
would pet a kitten. It was a small thing,
but that really broke through a lot for
me-because I had forgotten that the
icicles and the pain are not from the
Master-that's just our karma that we
have to bear up under. What comes from
the Master is only love, and only compassion. And yes, he wants us to
work-it's what we have to do, we have
to work-but it is His grace that allows
us to d o the work.
So somehow I feel brave again. Things
aren't really that different in my life. It's
not so much that outwardly I don't have
a lot to be thankful for. It's just that this
is a Path that involves a lot of pain.
Everyone experiences it. But He said this
in Satsang too. He said that we can ask
the Master to take away all our pains and
all our sorrows. He gave the example of
one Satsangi who asked him at every
stage of his life to help make this expeApril 1982

rience easier, to help make that experience easier, and to find him a wife, and
to give him a son. And when he had the
wife and he had the son, he came to the
Master and said, "We fight all the time.
Please take away our arguments." And
every step of the way he asked the Master
to do all that, as all of us have in our
private interviews, question after question. And the Master will do it, Sant Ji
said. He does it because He's all compassion. But, if we don't ask for that, that
grace and that compassion will go to take
us within, to take us to the Master, to the
Radiant Form. How much better to use
that grace for that, and just to bear up!
I knew that before I left. But I just
couldn't break it. I was resisting, and I
wanted to be brave, but I didn't have the
strength. But I also believe that it's something we can break through even if we
don't have the opportunity to sit at His
Feet. Because I learned, and I learned
before, that if we can somehow just say
the Five Words, maybe just four or five
times in a row, without any thoughts
(you don't even have to call it meditating. You know, I always think I meditate, but it's a blur), but if you say the
Five Words four or five times in a row, I
know that the peace and strength come
from that. We can get through this struggle, and it's definitely worth it. And I
think we have to learn to laugh a little
more, and realize that we're really the
luckiest people in the whole world; and
that the reward, the union with the Beloved, does come at the end, but it's a
long, long process. The other thing I've
found is that even though it comes at the
end, He is very gracious, and He gives little drops of it all along the way if we're
really willing to brave it.
And L just thank God for myself, for
all of us, that we have the Master and
(Continued on page 18)

Disciples came from all over the world for the Master's darshan-

Cutting Through the Numbness
(continuedfrom page 15)
that we're on this Path. There's a lot of
us in this Sangat and we can all help each
other and make it not be such a heavy
journey, but something more joyous.

The suffering is there; I'm not saying this
because I don't understand thesuffering;
I know the suffering that we all have. But
He showed me that the Grace is there and
we have to resort to His loveand strength
to take us Home.

Three Symbolic Stories
the fourth in a series of commentaries on the Gospels
RUSSELL PERKINS
are three stories in the first part
of the Gospel of John which I want
to read and comment on. They are put
first for symbolic reasons; in each of
them the mission of Jesus is explained. It
is important to understand these stories
in the light of the things we have been
saying in the last few weeks.
This is the story of the finding of
Nathaniel, and of the calling of the first
disciples. We read a few weeks ago of
John the Baptist referring to Jesus as the
Lamb of God and bearing witness to
Him, at the same time as we explored in
detail the relation between them, and
saw that John was Jesus' guru, even
though Jesus was greater than He wasas with Kabir and Ramananda, among
others.

T
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Again the next day after John stood,
and two of his disciples;
And looking upon Jesus as he walked,
he saith, Behold the Lamb of God!
And the two disciples heard him
speak, and they followed Jesus.
Then Jesus turned, and saw them
following, and saith unto them, What
seek ye? They said unto him, Rabbi,
(which is to say, being interpreted, Master,) where dwellest thou?
He saith unto them, Come and see.
They came and s a y where he dwelt, and
abode with him that day: for it was
about the tenth hour.
One of the two which heard John
speak, and followed him, was Andrew,
Simon Peter's brother.
He first findeth his own brother
Simon, and saith unto him, We have
found the Messias, which is, being interpreted, the Christ.
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And he brought him to Jesus. And
when Jesus beheld him, he said, Thou art
S i m ~ nthe son of Jona: thou shalt be
called Cephas, which is by interpretation, A stone.
JOHN I : 35-42

NOTES ON THE READING:

The word "Christ" as we saw a few
weeks ago, means literally "the annointed," and in its Hebrew form
meshiach or "messiah" has been applied
to many people in the history of
Judaism.
The word Cephas is an Aramaic word.
Aramaic is the language that these people were speaking. In Greek Cephas
becomes Petros which, anglicized,
becomes our word "Peter." It does
mean "a rock," literally, and apparently
this is the first time ever that it was used
as a person's name. It is just as though
He had named him "Rock"; in fact that
is exactly what He did do.

This particular story is interesting. It
sheds light on some of the difficulties involved historically in following the
gospel narratives, because the same two
people are depicted in the Synoptics as

being called by Jesus in a very different
way:
Now as he walked by the sea of
Galilee, he saw Simon and Andrew his
brother casting a net into the sea; for
they were fishers.
And Jesus said unto them, Come ye
after me, and I will make you to become
fishers of men.

And straightway they forsook their
nets, and followed him.
MARK 1: 16-18

The fact that Simon Peter and Andrew
had been disciples of John the Baptist
before following Jesus, which is carefully brought out by John, is not mentioned
by Mark at all. Neither is it implied that
Jesus had ever them before. Many
scholars feel that both accounts are true
but that they both include the other.
That is to say that when Jesus first met
Peter and Andrew they were disciples of
John the Baptist, and He did not formally accept them as disciples then because
John the Baptist was still doing his
ministry. After John was imprisoned and
put to death, his disciples scattered and
Peter and his brother went back into
Galilee where Jesus came up and found
them and got them to follow Him.
The day following Jesus would go
forth into Galilee, and findeth Philip,
and saith unto him, Follow me..
Now Philip was of Bethsaida, the city
of Andrew and Peter.
Philip findeth Nathanael, and saith
unto him, We have found him, of whom
Moses in the law, and the prophets, did
write, Jesus of Nazareth, the son of
Joseph.
And Nathanael said unto him, Can
there any good thing come out of
Nazareth? Philip saith unto him, Come
and see.
Jesus saw Nathanael coming to him,
and saith of him, Behold an Israelite indeed, in whom is no guile!
Nathanael saith unto him, Whence
knowest thou me? Jesus answered and
said unto him, Before that Philip called
thee, when thou wast under the fig tree, I
saw thee.
Nathanael answered and saith unto
him, Rabbi, thou art the Son of God;
thou art the King of Israel.

Jesus answered and said unto him, Because I said unto thee, I saw thee under
the fig tree, believest thou? thou shalt see
greater things than these.
And he saith unto him, Verily verily, I
say unto you, Hereafter ye shall see
heaven open, and the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of
man.
JOHN 1: 43-51

This is a very curious story for several
reasons and it may or may not be
historically, factually accurate. In any
case, it has a very important symbolic
place in this particular opening part of
the Gospel of John.
For one thing Nathanael is a figure
who does not appear in the rest of the
Bible at all. He is not mentioned in the
Synoptics and we don't know anything
about him except what was written in the
Gospel of John and most of it is right
here in this section. It is thought by
scholars that his reply, "Can there any
good thing come out of Nazareth?" has
all of the earmarks of being a proverba byword, in the same way that people
will often use the name of a city where a
mental hospital or such is located to indicate what they are going to do with you
if they don't approve of your activities
and so forth.
As we have seen*, it is doubtful that
there was any town called Nazareth at
this time. Many scholars think therefore
that "Nazareth" refers to a monastery,
or group of monasteries, or a community
of the Essene, and that it is a proverbial
derogatory reference to the Essenes, who
as we have seen, were the more spiritually religious among the Jewish people of
this day. "Can anything good come out
of that?" in other words. Nathanael
would presumably be of the Pharisaic
persuasion.
*SANTB A N I ,March 1982. pp. 27-28.
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Jesus's comment, "Behold an Israelite
indeed, in whom there is no guile," is
a fulfillment of prophecy. The original
Israel-Jacob, son of Isaac, renamed
"Israel" by God-was,
as the Bible
depicts him, extremely full of guile. He
did many things that were, to say the
least, sneaky; yet still he was vouchsafed
visions of God and became the father of
the twelve tribes of Israel.
So here Nathanael is a symbolic
figure, a fulfillment of the true meaning
of the word Israel-"those
who obey
Godm-in that he is receptive enough to
recognize the fulfillment, the public
manifestation, of that which had lain
hidden up until now-which is what
Israel is supposed to do at this point.
As was said in the very beginning of
this gospel, "He came unto His own, and
His own received Him not." Every
Master comes unto "His own"-whatever people have been prepared for His
coming. In modern times where Masters
have been coming publicly one after the
other, the reference is to the disciples of
the previous Master. But we know, time
after time, the people who are prepared
for Him, who are supposed to recognize
Him, do not in fact do so. The Master is
rejected by those very people for whom
He is specially meant. His mission is
diverted, in a sense, and His own spiritual family develops.
There is nonetheless some loss, and
there is no question that the basic idea of
this gospel, perhaps of all the gospels, is
that at this point in Israel's history, a
Master is being sent-not out of the blue,
as popular theology and Christian understanding has it-but as a culmination of
a long line of hidden, underground
Masters dating back to the times of the
prophets. The time was ripe, and yet very
few recognized Him; very few accepted
what He was offering.
Nathanael, however, did; and there-
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fore he is the "true Israelite," the one
who is doing what the Israelites were supposed to do at that time: following the
living Master who had been sent to them.
So, Nathanael says, "How do you
know me? How do you know that I have
no guile?" and Jesus answers, "When
you were under the fig tree I saw you."
And Nathanael's answer appears to be a
tremendous over-reaction, because when
Jesus says, "I saw you under the fig
tree," he recognizes Him: "You are the
Son of God. You are the King of Israel."
There is probably something more that is
not stated that passed between Jesus and
Nathanael at this time-something
about the fig tree reference that
Nathanael understood that the writer of
the gospel did not-or did not care to
reveal, perhaps. This is, of course, the
kind of thing that happens all the time
between Masters and disciples.
When Master Kirpal Singh was here in
1972, He was addressing a group of people down at His house, here at Sant Bani
Ashram, and I was also there. I was sitting in a corner just listening to Him. He
was talking and as He spoke along He
made one comment and as He said that,
He looked at me. What He said was absolutely in context with the rest of the
things that He was saying. Anyone listening would have had no idea that anything special had happened at all. But
when He looked at me as He said that
(He caught me right in the eye and
looked at me) I knew that He was referring to something that had happened a
year before, that only I knew about, and
that He was telling me that He knew all
about it. I felt exactly like Nathanael felt
here at that time. I felt like falling on my
face in front of Him and saying, "Master, You are all and everything. There is
nothing You don't know. Forgive me."
Because the reference was to something
that I was not proud of. But it was un-

mistakable, and I knew it. Something
like that may have been happening here.
The "fig tree" was an outer key to what
was happening internally.
So Nathanael recognizes Him, and
Jesus answers in a kind of amused way, a
very Master-like way, I think, ','Because
I saw you under the fig tree you believe?
Well, you'll see better than this." Then
H e gives the point of the whole passage,
what the passage has been leading up to:
"Hereafter ye shall see heaven open and
the angels of God ascending and descending upon the Son of Man." That is
a reference to Jacob's ladder, and it ties
the conversation with Nathanael
together because it refers back to the
Israelite reference in the beginning.
Jacob, of course, had a dream or a vision (one of the most beautiful theophanies in the Old Testament) in which he
saw angels ascending and descending up
and down a ladder. (Genesis 28:12) By
substituting the "Son of man" for the
"ladder," H e explains the true meaning
of what that ladder is: the human pole
through whom the Father ascends and descends; that is, He comes down to us and
takes us up. He is doing that all the time:
coming down to get all of His children,
and taking them up. And the ladder
through which He does that is, in fact, the
Son of man. So this is one very emphatic
statement in which Jesus is emphasizing
His mission and the meaning of it.
It is important, especially for people
who have been in the habit of looking at
these events through two thousand years
of Christian history and Christian interpretation, to realize that the Gospels
themselves are very clear on the subject
of whom Jesus is sent to. H e had a
specific mission which H e verified many
times. One of the most emphatic is where
He says, "I was not sent except to the
lost sheep of the House of Israel."
(Matthew 15:24)

All Masters have been sent for a
specific time, and before transportation
and communication was the way it is
now, for a specific place. Just as Their
mission is limited by time-They can
only reach those who are in the human
body at the same time They are-before
transportation facilities were as good as
they are now, the limitation of place was
also necessarily there. After all, the idea
of one past Master, one past Messiah, as
a universal figure for everyone to believe
in, can only come into being if we forget
what the point of the living Master is in
the first place: That it is those whom H e
contacts while in the flesh which makes
His mission meaningful. So we will find
this emphasized over and over again:
that Jesus was sent unto His own, His
own people. As we have seen from John
the Baptist, it is not a question of racial
Hebraism, but a question of the people
who were expecting Him, who had been
prepared for Him, who were "the chosen
people" by virtue of having been given
enough of the true teachings so that they
knew that a living Master was coming
publicly.
As we have seen, in a more hidden
way, there had been Masters coming
right along.
And the third day there was a marriage in Cana of Galilee; and the mother
of Jesus was there:
And both Jesus was called, and his
disciples, to the marriage.
And when they wanted wine, the
mother of Jesus saith unto him, They
have no wine.
Jesus saith unto her, Woman, what
have I to do with thee? mine hour is not
yet come.
His mother saith unto the servants,
Whatsoever he saith unto you, do it.
And there were set there six waterpots
of stone, after the manner of the purifySANT BANI

ing of the Jews, containing two or three
firkins apiece.
Jesus saith unto them, Fill the waterpots with water. And they filled them up
to the brim.
And he saith unto them, Draw out
now, and bear unto the governor of the
feast. And they bare it.
When the ruler of the feast had tasted
the water that was made wine, and knew
not whence it was: (but the servants
which drew the water knew;) the governor of the feast called the bridegroom,
And saith unto him, Every man at the
beginning doth set forth good wine; and
when men have well drunk, then that
which is worse: but thou hast kept the
good wine until now.
This beginning of miracles did Jesus in
Cana of Galilee, and manifested forth his
glory; and his disciples believed on him.
JOHN 2: 1-11

There are many problems connected with
this story.
The King James version says "This
beginning of miracles." The word
"miracles" is much better translated as
"signs," and we have mentioned before
that in the Gospel of John, the miracles
that Jesus does, as well as many things
that He does that are not miraculous, are
seen as "signsM-symbols,
acted-out
parables of universal spiritual truth. It is
not necessary to worry too much about
whether a given miracle is historical or
not, whether it actually happened on the
physical plane. It might have; there is no
way to say that it didn't. Masters can do
anything they want, as we know. They
can even do things that are not what people expect and which might even be
shocking to people, if they feel like it. On
the other hand, the point in this story, in
the record, is symbolic and parabolic; it
is not necessarily historical. The gospels
are not written that way.
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It is not necessary to take my word for
this. The following quote is from a Jesuit
priest, writing in a book which bears the
Nihil Obstat and Imprimatur of the
Roman Catholic Church and thus is officially declared free of theological error:
"None of the ecclesiastical dogmatic
documents which treat of biblical inspiration or the discussions of
theologians who have sought to explicate
this teaching have ever maintained that a
necessary formal effect of inspiration is
historicity. Biblical inspiration does not
make history out of what was not such or
intended to be such. The guarantee that
is implied in biblical inspiration concerns
truth, but the truth that is involved is
often not literal but analogous and differs with the literary form being used:
poetic truth, rhetorical truth, parabolic
truth, epistolary truth, even 'gospel
truth'-apart from historical truth itself.
Nor is every affirmation in the past
tense, even in a narrative, necessarily
meant to be 'historical.' The extent to
which it is metaphorical or symbolic
would still have to be assessed (and excluded) before one comes down on the
side of historic truth. If it is historical,
there will always be ways of assessing it
apart from inspiration."*
In the light of this, it will be easy to see
that any connection with the wine in this
story and actual, physical wine made
from grapes is, perhaps, very slight. We
know that the whole Sufi tradition (and
there is no reason to think that there has
been any change in this from before Sufi
times) used wine as a symbol of God intoxication, of the Water of Life, Nectar,
amrit, ras, hari ras, etc. Master Kirpal
has used the same symbolism in one of
"Joseph A .

Fitzmyer, S.J., The Gospel According

lo Luke (The Anchor Bible, Vol. 28), Doubleday &

Company, 1981, pp. 17-18.

his most effective and beautiful
bhajans.*
The wedding, in Hebrew mythology,
has always had a highly spiritual meaning; the marriage of the disciple with the
Master, the marriage of the divine with
the earthly, and so forth. And at this
wedding the water, that is to say, the
sterile exoteric teachings that have held
sway up to now, are being transformed
into the real thing: The water of life is
becoming the wine of life, as it were. It
now has the power to intoxicate and to
d o that which it was supposed to do, and
that is why it has such a profound effect
on the people drinking it. This is a
parable of what the mission of Jesus is
supposed t o accomplish: that H e is going
t o take the Hebrew tradition, just as
Kabir took the Hindu tradition, and He
is going to flesh it out, fulfill it, and in
some cases, stand it on its head. But
working from within that framework,
H e is going t o show the reality, the real
thing, that the tradition is all about. H e is
going t o give them the wine-He is going
to turn that tradition into the living nectar of life. That is the point of the story.
Whether or not there was a real wedding
at which Jesus performed this miracle is
a matter of conjecture. There is no way
to tell.
As we will see elsewhere in the Gospel
of John, the miracle stories are so clearly
symbolic that the question of historicity
really is irrelevant.
We know that Jesus and all Masters
have told parables, and if the Evangelist
is writing a parable, what is the difference? Especially since we are dealing
with people of a traditional culture in
whom the historical sense as we know it
in modern times is only very slightly
developed.
This last story is very important.
*See "Out o f the M a d n e s ~o f Love."
April 1981, p. 28.

And the Jews' passover was at hand,
and Jesus went up to Jerusalem,
And found in the temple those that
sold oxen and sheep and doves, and the
changers of money sitting:
And when he had made a scourge of
small cords, he drove them all out of the
temple, and the sheep, and the oxen; and
poured out the changer's money, and
overthrew the tables;
And said unto them that sold doves,
Take these things hence; make not my
Father's house an house of merchandise.
And his disciples remembered that it
was written, The zeal of thine house hath
eaten me up.
JOHN 2: 13-17

This story is called "The Cleansing of the
Temple." It is referred t o that way in
Christian history generally; and in the
Synoptics, in the Gospels of Matthew,
Mark and Luke, it takes place at the very
end of His ministry. John puts it at the
beginning, which has prompted many
people to wonder if Jesus did, in fact, d o
this twice. It is extremely doubtful that
H e did it twice. For one thing, it would
have attracted a lot of attention, and it
could not have made the people who ran
the temple very happy. We know that
there was a temple police and that when
they wanted to take Jesus, they did. So it
is far more likely that it happened at the
end, and that it was one of the reasons
why H e was arrested, in fact. But John
puts it at the beginning for symbolic
reasons: it fits better there if you are telling a spiritual record of what happened.
The thing to remember is that when we
call it "The Cleansing of the Temple,"
when we think of it in terms of Jesus getting rid of the businessmen, we miss the
main point. There was no real problem
with those businessmen. The point is,
SANTB A N I , what were those businessmen selling and
why were they selling it? And why were
SANT BANI

there changers of money there in the first
place?
The answer is that they were selling
animals and birds for sacrifice. Oxen,
sheep and doves were sold there in order
to be sacrificed because the prime
method of worship in the Temple of
Jerusalem was the same sacrificial cult
that flourished throughout the Old
Testament. This method of worship is
prescribed in the Old Testament very
clearly as a highly complex ritual involving the slaughter of thousands of animals
and birds. People came from various
parts of the world to take part. Jewish
people made pilgrimages to Jerusalem in
those days as Mohammedan people do to
Mecca today. There was a widespread
Jewish population throughout the
Roman Empire and all the parts of the
ancient world, and they came to the
Temple with various types of money,
and the money changers were there to accommodate them. The outside of the
Temple was like a stockyard. There were
enormous numbers of cattle, the
slaughter of which was continuous
throughout the day. And this was supposed to be the method of pleasing God.
Now when we talk about the Old and
the New and about the Law and so forth,
it is easy to oversimplify. The fact remains that throughout the Old Testament there had been a far different
understanding of how to please God.
The prophets especially-Isaiah, Amos,
Micah, and many others-treated the
temple ritual with great scorn. In fact
they specifically denounce the temple
sacrificial ritual in such a way that,
although it is generally understood that
they were saying that the ritual is not
enough, in fact they were saying that the
ritual is useless-worse than useless, absolutely counterproductive.* When Jesus
cleanses the Temple, what he is really doing is fulfilling the prophetic tradition
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and proclaiming the end of the slaughter
of animals as an official method of worship. This is what He is symbolizing by
this act: that He has come to end this
very bloody and very counterproductive
and very unpleasing-to-God ritual which
has become an integral part of an otherwise very positive spiritual tradition.
How did this happen? Most of the
laws pertaining to sacrifice in the Old
Testament, although they appear at the
beginning of the Old Testament, are in
fact, very late. They were added by the
priests in Jerusalem about 250 B.C.
Whereas the narrative stories of Abraham, Isaac, David and Solomon and so
forth, date from 1200 to 800 B.c., in that
area. So there is a 600 or 700 year gap
between some of the narrative parts of
the Bible of the Old Testament and the
sacrificial laws. It is important to grasp
this and to realize that the Old Testament
was a collation of several documents,
because otherwise we can reject the
whole thing very easily and say, "This is
of Kal." Certainly the sacrifical parts
and the legal parts in general may be;
many people have thought this. Blake,
for example, noticed that insofar as the
Law as expressed in the Old Testament
emphasizes what other people do and
prescribes rigid and horrible punishments for them, that it is of the Negative.
But insofar as it speaks of love and compassion and forgiveness, and proclaims a
God of love, then it is of the Positive.
As Jesus said, "By their fruits ye shall
know them." And the prophets who
came, proclaimed a God of Love, and
urged the people to concentrate more on
their own faults and their own sins than
on the sins of others. Jesus is speaking in
that tradition; He is fulfilling that in His
mission.
* T h e next article in this series will deal with this in
detail.

The Heart's True Yearning
Sant Kirpal Singh Ji
E ARE ALL lovers, devotees of a

W Power-Thousands of lovers, but the Beloved is one for all.
higher

He
whom we desire is the Beloved of the
whole world and is the one God for all
men-not specifically for Muslims only,
or for Hindus only, or for Christians
only. God is one, for man-for all creation-and
all His devotees have the
desire to meet that very same One. Those
who really desire Him in the true sense
are actually His true relatives, and that
person who tells us about Him is truly
our brother and our friend.
Within each Master-soul is great devotion for his Guru, and without this devotion none can reach realization. For instance, Christ told his followers, l a m the
vine, ye are the branches: he that abideth
in me, and I in him, the same bringeth
forth much fruit: for without me, ye can
do nothing. The devotee cannot do
without the Guru. It means that as long
as one is not truly joined to one's Guru,
one cannot really be his devotee, and furthermore cannot become a true devotee
of the Lord.
Guru precedes God, for we have not
yet seen God, and we must become as
subtle or as fine as He is, to be able to do
so. Each person views life from his own
level. To illustrate this, if we study the atmosphere no life can be seen there by the
physical eye due to the extremely fine
substance of the atmosphere and the very
coarse level of the eyesight. And yet, if
we raise our level of vision by using a
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microscope which magnifies 700 times,
bringing everything to the eye's coarse
level, we then see that the atmosphere is
filled with forms of life-tiny microbes
which are ever in existence even though
we cannot see them with the naked eye.
That eye has not developed the ability to
perceive these more subtle expressions of
life. So if man is not as high as God, then
what is his first step?
Guru precedes God, for God manifests in the Guru, and from man's level
he therefore comes before God. He is
God-man-God plus man. If a disciple
truly becomes a Guru-man, he also becomes Godman. Unless one sees, how can
one meditate upon it? How can a person
put all his attention on that which he has
not seen? So first, devotion to the Guru
is very necessary. Guru is not the body;
Guru is that Power which is manifesting
upon a human pole, and as such is never
born and never dies. All Masters have
taken up the body, and then left it; and
we must also do the same. That Power
works through the physical form. Brahm
speaks out through the body; Without
the body, what can Brahm say? But the
pole through which He is manifesting is
also called Guru because He is manifesting there.
Devotion must of necessity start with
the body. We see him, and further we see
a glimpse of what he is manifesting, in
his eyes. This raises us to a higher level,
and so the importance of this Gurubhakti or devotion to the Guru has been
stressed by all Masters. Christ taught the
same thing, and St. Paul echoed this
when he said, I live; yet not I, but Christ
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liveth in me. Hafiz Sahib explained that
his heart was so full of his Beloved that
the thought of himself being there was
gone. He became one with his Beloved.
He also says, I have become the body,
You have become the life; They should
not say afterwards that You and I were
different. All Masters say the same
things in various ways. Hafiz Sahib says
also, I have been grafted to my Friend
[the Guru]. When you graft two branches, what happens? The fruit from that
appears to be the same, but the color and
fragrance is that of the mother tree.
When one is grafted to the Guru, there is
no fear of anything. From then on, there
is no birth, no death, no more coming
and going in creation, no illusion, no
Negative Power; for one has been drawn
into the very Nectar of Life-one is
plunging into it. Anyone who has done
this has no fear of death. So devotion to
the Guru is the first step, and those who
become one with him become one with
the Lord. This is the simplest way of
realizing Him.
In truth, we are soul. The soul is of the
same essence as that of God-Who is all
consciousness. And so we are a conscious entity-a drop of the Ocean of All
Consciousness. That ocean is swelling
full, and can be called the Lord or God.
Every drop of essence desires to return to
its Source-it is a natural inclination,
and this natural yearning remains with
us, in one form or another: we want to be
happy, we want lasting peace, and so on.
We seek the goal in all manner of ways,
but the search is always outwards. If we
come to realize that the goal lies within
us, sorrow overcomes us with the knowledge of that wasted time.
The natural yearning to meet the Lord
is innate in every human being, although
most people seek Him outwardly, whereever His Name is represented. If a man is
disappointed in his search, again he turns
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to seek elsewhere, and so his life becomes
a series of wasted efforts. As a child,
man just plays. Then he goes on to indulge in all the sensual pleasures and the
intellectual pursuits. Finally he begins to
realize that there is no true happiness or
lasting peace in all this, and starts searching for something else. If his yearning is
strong enough, and his search sincere,
established within him, then the Lord
Himself knows this and makes arrangements for the seeker to find somene
to help him-someone who has already
realized the Lord, someone who may be
called by any name you wish, but is in
fact a Guru.
I will now take a hymn of Guru Ramdas Sahib, who was an extraordinary
devotee of his Guru.

The Lord's arrow of love has pierced
my heart.
There is a certain type of arrow which
has a hooked head, and when it enters
the target it cannot be removed. The
Master is explaining that his yearning for
the Lord has become a consuming desire,
a tormenting yearning of devotion and
love which has developed within the
heart, and like the hooked arrow is there
to stay. When this arrow strikes, one
cannot remove it even if he wants to.

My mind is in torment for a glimpse
of the LordLike a man athirst, without water.
Without a glimpse of the Lord there is no
peace-no satiety-and each second is
agonizing. The condition of a man
parched with thirst is bad; he gasps and
pants, and there is no relief for him until
he gets water to drink. God is love, and
the soul is His entity and is therefore also
love. Its nature is to be attached to something, but at present the soul's love is attached to the physical form and all its
various environments like wife, hus-

band, children, friends, property,
money, and so on. It is natural for the
soul to love, and yet all these worldly
things are perishable, and they change.
What is more, one cannot remain with
them: either we must leave or they must
leave. The day of separation will come
eventually. So the soul gains no continuous happiness through these associations. Guru Arjan says, Attachment
develops for whatever is seen; How then
will I meet You, 0 Imperishable Lord? It
is a prayer of the soul asking how it can
become connected to the Lord when it is
tied to the worldly things. We are all in
the same condition, yet we ask for
perpetual happiness and go on to seek it
among the perishable things which in a
single second can be gone from our sight.
So the Masters advise us: Those who
want lasting happiness should live in
God's protection, which is permeating all
creation.
Remember, all Masters are true
devotees, and they teach this devotion to
the world. They rejoin the souls back to
the Lord, for they are themselves one
with Him and desire others to enjoy that
oneness; they want to rejoin them to the
Lord, not to themselves. Kabir Sahib
says, By my doing nothing happens, but
only by His wish. Take any Master's
words, you will find they sing the Lord's
praises. Guru Ramdas says that the
Lord's arrow has pierced his heart. Only
a wounded man can know another's
wounded condition. One Master describes the condition thus: The place
where my Beloved reposes is on top of a
gibbet; How then can I meet Him? When
that strong yearning develops within, the
soul cannot rest until it meets the Lord.
His desire is only to go to God; or, that
God should come to him. When the Lord
does come, he wants only to gaze at Him
-neither he nor the Lord should see anyone else but each other. These are expres-

sions of true love. Khusro Sahib described his yearning by wanting the Lord
to reside in his eyes, that the world may
not see Him and He may not see the
world. And Kabir Sahib says, I make a
room of the eye, and spread the bed of
the pupil; I draw the veil of the eyelashes,
and woo the Beloved. I t is another expression of true love for the Lord. The
true devotee has tremendous love in his
heart for realization of the Lord; and he
in whom such love is developed becomes
an over-flowing cup of love. Such a person can safely be called a Guru, in whose
company others gain a small portion or
an infection of that love-you can say a
little awakening of it-so
that they
become dyed in a little of that color.
Even one who gets no direct contact with
the Guru and yet absorbs the atmosphere
which surrounds the Guru, does get
somewhat affected, and he feels that
there is something there.
So the burning love to realize God
seems like a parching thirst. God cannot
be realized without this love. It is an impossibility. As God is love, and our soul
is His entity, it can only happen through
love. All outer practices, rituals and
devotions are performed to help the development of this love. But we perform
them like gymnastics and therefore no
love or sincerity awakens in the heart. A
Muslim prophet tells us that should we
do this for a hundred years, even then we
would not become a true disciple; for
without the love awakened and the flame
within kindled, how can the Lord be
realized? In such a condition, the Lord's
secret cannot be revealed; for love is a
consuming flame, within which only the
thought of the Beloved can remain. That
is written in the Koran. Such love is
something like a hawk-wherever
it
comes to sit, all the other birds fly
away. The tenth Guru declares: Hear
ye all, I tell you the truth: God can
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be realized by those who love.
The pain of this inner torment, only
the Lord knows.
No one else can know of the suffering of
the soul that is separated from its Lord,
except the Lord Himself; or one who is
also suffering similarly.
I can tell you of my own condition,
around the year 1914. Background does
have some bearing on one's life. One in
whom this yearning for God takes root
has some impressions from the past
which come to the fore and develop during this birth. In those days while working in the office, the tears would flow
without reason, spoiling the papers on
the desk. Within myself I would ask, "0
God, what is happening?" At home, the
family also could not understand what
was happening but I had recently been
transferred to the place of my parents
and they thought the tears were due to
this. What can other people know of the
condition of one's heart? If the enigma
of the mystery of life enters the heart, the
person knows no peace until it has been
solved. The questions continue to repeat:
what is life? who am I?
I have often mentioned the mood of
deep thought that I experienced at a
young person's deathbed at Lahore. If
an individual's life is pure and chaste, the
inner knowledge awakens without effort. This is a natural function. Having all
this, yet I had not solved the mystery of
life; and while sitting beside that dying
person it occurred to me, "This person is
dying; there is something in him which is
also in me, but it is leaving his bodythen what is that something?" I could
not at that time perceive the answer, for I
did not have the knowledge. What is it
that is working in everyone and yet leaves
a dying person? I sat there and witnessed
this individual call all those near and
dear and ask their forgiveness for any
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wrong, or any act that may have displeased them. After this the eyes closed
and the soul left the body. I was wonderstruck to witness this amazing thing.
Before my eyes the body was lying there
and yet that which had motivated it was
gone. It was still in me, but it had left
that body. Where it had gone to I did not
know. All the way to the cremation
ground I fathomed this puzzle, and on
arrival I saw that an elderly man had died
and was being cremated. Within a few
yards of each other the young person and
the old man-the two extremes of life,
youth and old age-were consumed in
the flames. My heart was deeply affected
with the realization that there is no
escape from this death for any one of us.
Learned or unlearned, all men are imprisoned in gross ignorance. This
mystery of life entered my heart and did
not leave. From then I started searching
day and night for the answer in all the
scriptures I could find. Whole nights
were spent reading avidly, but I could
find no solution in the holy scriptures
and philosophies. Yes, there were indications and references, but they gave no
practical solution. Of course, the solution cannot be written; for it is a scientific practical self-analysis, the experience of which can be had only by sitting at the feet of some Master-soul who
will put one on the way, in order that the
experience may be increased daily. When
I finally reached Hazur's feet in the year
1924, the understanding of this inner
knowledge came.
There are many tears for worldly
things, but who cries for the Lord? People who have never done so do not realize
what kind of torment that is. It is not
something within our control-it either
comes or does not. It is pain-black
clouds which bring the promise of rain;
the blossoms of the fruit tree which bring
the promise of fruit to come. This tor-

mented condition indicates a heart
wherein lies the hope of the Lord's coming-you can say it heralds his coming.
And Guru Ramdas says that only the
Lord Himself knows the pain of that
heart, the inner torment.
Guru Amardas once said, One second
without You, 0 Lord, seems like f i f y
years. A certain poet says, 0 statistician,
you have calculated much, but can you
reckon the nights of separation-how
long they are? The whole world cries incessantly-for
the world. The Lord's
devotees cry only for the Lord. If by
laughter and play the Lord could be realized, then who would be without Him?
Tears are very necessary, for without
them the deeply buried sanskaras [karmic impressions] of aeons of births cannot be washed away. The water from the
eyes has a marvelous cleansing power.
Maulana Rumi has a very beautiful way
of putting it when he says that if one
wishes t o d o the haj (pilgrimage to Mecca), then he should go by the "waters of
the sea, for the road by dry land will
never take one there." The "waters of
the sea" are the tears, flowing down in
torrents from the eyes.

He is m y brother who will tell
me something of m y Lord, the
Beloved.
It is but natural, being in such a condition, that one would appreciate anyone
who could speak of his Beloved with real
knowledge. God is loved, and so is he
who can tell of Him. Then what about
the one who can take us to Him? One
should sacrifice oneself upon such a person, and live faithfully according to his
wishes. In true love one becomes rich and
great, and surrenders all the world and
the worldly things. Guru Arjan says, 1
will give myself to him who will take me
to m y Beloved Love. The yearning is for
Someone, and yet he is prepared to give

his whole life to one who will take him to
that Someone. Why? The yearning isfor
a glimpse of Him. H e yearns for a
glimpse of the Lord, and for that is
prepared to enslave himself for life.
What d o worldly people know of this?
Does the question of religion arise here?
If there are four drunkards, they will
develop love for each other without a
thought of their different religions,
because of the single attraction of intoxication.
Brothers, we are all devotees of the
Single One; why not have love for each
other? If we d o not love each other, I can
only say that love for the Lord has not
awakened within us. Love for our fellow
men is the first lesson for those who walk
the path of Spirituality, for God is in
each being. Since I got the company of
the sages, none is an enemy, none a
stranger; I developed love for all. The
company of the Master teaches us that
God is in every being and one should accept everyone, in love. The subject of
caste or religion does not arise here. He is
a Satguru who brings all children of God
together. When sitting before the
Master, n o thoughts occur that one person is this, another is that, etc.
Remember, all worldly relationships will
be left behind, and only the true relationship will accompany you. H e says that
the true brother or friend is he who tells
of the Beloved.
During the time of Hazur, a similar
question arose: that among the initiated,
some have reached the goal by their practices, and some are still learning in
school; so where does this true relationship apply? Baba Sawan Singh ji explained that everyone has to cross the
river, but some cross in the first boat,
some in the second, and so on. After all,
the landing stage on the other side is the
same for all boats and all the travelers
will meet there. The true relationship
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made by the Guru cannot be broken.
Like beads on an unbreakable string, the
Guru strings us together. Even on the
worldly level, one feels very friendly and
amiable to anyone who speaks of one's
beloved; so, ignoring all castes, religions,
social orders and differences, the
devotee's friend is he who tells of the
Lord. The soul's caste is not Hindu,
Muslim, Christian, Buddhist, but is the
same as the Lord's. This true relationship has ever been in existence, but we
have forgotten it. When the Master
comes, he enlivens that relationship and
makes one into a conscious co-worker of
the Divine plan. He sees the same nature
lying in all. It is a part of Nature's
character that each aspect reverts to its
source, and each species blends with its
own. Man's inclination is to love-to
love his fellow man, and to love God.
This nature is innate within him.
Let us meet, 0 sakhi, and sing the
Beloved's praises;
Take the Satguru's knowledge.
We are all sakhis [female friends]-One
Male, all others are female. All souls are
female, and God Himself is the sole
male, meeting Whom the everlasting
marriage takes place. Worldly marriages
can last perhaps ten, fifteen, or even a
hundred years; they could reach a thousand years even, but the soul which meets
the Lord realizes the marriage which is
true and permanent. He says that true
friends should sit together and talk about
the Lord. How? By taking the knowledge
from the Satguru, for meeting the
Satguru prepares the way for access to
the Lord.
There are two ways of praising God.
One is by seeing, and getting intoxication
from what is seen so that the words of
praise naturally overflow; the other way
is by repeating words of praise from
books, and visualizing. The latter is like
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cooking a flavorful dish in one's imagination. There is a great deal of difference in the two methods. True
devotees enjoy the Lord's Nectar-by
seeing Him. Their eye is opened; they
sing the Lord's praises out of intoxication.
Get the Lord's Nectar from the
Satguru, and then sit together and speak
of Him. Meeting the Satguru, one's
mind becomes tranquil-the mind and
the intellect. He teaches us how to still
the mind. Otherwise, we may take the
Lord's Name in praise incessantly and
yet the intellect will not be stilled-the
mind's ramifications will continue perpetually.
What does Lord Krishna say in the
Gita? Both good and bad actions are
binding to the jiva, like gold and iron
chains. Good thoughts are very well, but
they are outgoing, and they disseminate.
What does the Satguru give then, so that
the mind is stilled? He gives something
within, the sweetness of which charms
the mind into stillness for a while. In this
way, the ground is prepared for future
opening of the way. There is no other
true cure.
All conflict should be thrust aside-all
should sit together and sing the Lord's
praises. All mankind is one; who is good,
who is bad? With a single Light, all creation came into being; Who is good and
who is bad? Who then is rich and who is
poor? All have been given the same attributes by the Lord. Physically also, the
outer and inner construction is the same.
The Hindus are not better favored than
the Muslims. The Christians are not better favored than the Sikhs. God made the
human being. The soul is a conscious entity, a drop of the Ocean of All Consciousness, and it desires to return to its
Source. This is the simple Truth, but
man has no desire to face it until he has
been pushed around from pillar to post.
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Some souls have reached this Path via
great suffering, and some have yet to suffer before they reach it. Perpetual repose
lies in nothing else but meeting God.

0 fulfill the yearning of ,VanukS
child:
Peace will descend in this body, with
a glimpse of the Lord.
He concludes with a prayer. The yearning for a glimpse of God is the highest
aim in human life. Receiving this human
form, it is thy turn to meet God. This is
the right time, when the soul is in torment for the Lord, and this torment is expressed in a deep yearning for Him.
When that yearning is fulfilled, it gains
perfect peace and stillness-the peace
that passeth all understanding, the everlasting peace. This can be received only
through one who is one with the Lord,
and is the image of the Truth. Only such

a Personality can take the soul to God.
How can he who has never met the Lord
take another to Him? A learned man can
give outer knowledge; that is all. An
awakened man can give the contact, and
with practice one can gain that which he
is. There is really no difference between
the disciple and the Guru; but the Guru
has that Power manifested in him, and is
commissioned to give it out; and it has
yet to be made manifest in the disciple. A
man learns all through life. We should go
to him who is competent in the field
where one's desire lies. You may call
such a competent person by any name,
for lthese days the words Guru and
Satguru have been defamed, due to those
who were not qualified but were merely
acting and posing. They met their inevitable downfall in due course. Without the
true Mahatma, salvation can never be
achieved. This has always been so, and
ever will be.
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